
AP Lit & Comp
1/9 & 1/10 ‘20

1. Prep to share out chapters 2-6

2. What’s on your plate?

3. Book the Second:  chapters 1-5: Unit 3 

essential questions

4. The Lady and the Pet Dog”



ATOTC Book the First

◍Take a few additional minutes to plan with your group, 

and then lead us through discussion of your section.

◍Your goal is to hone us in on what’s truly important and 

noteworthy from your section.

◍Naturally you should also read us some examples of 

Dickens’ wizardry with characterization, imagery pages, 

symbolism, etc.

◍Feel free to ask the class questions to facilitate discussion.



ATOTC - Chapters 2-6

◍Bullet point the main ideas that stood out for that chapter.

◍Cover setting.  Think about Foster’s questions for setting:  how does 
Dickens establish it? Think lighting, weather, location, outdoors/indoors?

◍Jot down a few good quotes to describe major characters the reader 
meets so far:  Jarvis Lorry, Lucie Manette, the shoemaker, Monsieur & 
Madame Defarge

◍What about Jerry Cruncher (ch.2), Miss Pross (ch.4), the tall joker 
(ch.5)?

◍What do you notice about his style?

◍What about symbolism?  See any obvious symbols so far? Any irony?



What’s On Your Plate?

◍Think about all the things you need to get done before 

graduation.

◍Try to make that list a little less overwhelming by 

categorizing.

◍For example:  activities/sports;  AP classes; social life; 

clubs; scholarships; etc.

◍On the plate, you’re going to make a To Do List of those 

items.

◍Use multiple colors.

◍On the back, write a general timeline/plan of action.



Our purpose

◍By getting all of this out of your head, it will help you 

focus and BREATHE and start a plan of action.



FOR NEXT CLASS…

•Read the short story “The Lady and the Pet Dog” by Anton 

Chekhov.

•Annotate your copy with questions and comments as you 

read.

•How does the story tie into this unit’s essential questions?


